Abstract. Consider a one-parameter family of algebraic varieties degenerating to a reducible one. Our main result is a formula for the fundamental cycle of the limit subscheme of any family of effective Cartier divisors. The formula expresses this cycle as a sum of Cartier divisors, not necessarily effective, of the components of the limit variety.
Introduction
Consider a local one-parameter family of Noetherian schemes. More precisely, let f : X → S be a flat map of Noetherian schemes, where S stands for the spectrum of a discrete valuation ring. Let s and η denote the special and generic points of S; put X s := f −1 (s) and X η := f −1 (η). Assume that X s is of pure dimension and has no embedded components.
Let D be an effective Cartier divisor of X. View it as a subscheme of X, and let lim D be the schematic boundary of D ∩ X η . Then lim D ⊆ D ∩ X s . Equality does not necessarily hold, as D may contain components of X s in its support.
This note presents a formula for the fundamental class [lim D] of lim D in terms of Cartier divisors of the components of X s ; see Theorem 4.1. The idea used in its proof is that, even though D may not restrict to an effective Cartier divisor of a given component of X s , a suitable modification of D may. Suitable modifications may not exist. They do when X s is reduced, a consequence of Proposition 4.2. At any rate, when they exist, a formula for [lim D] is derived by keeping track of the modifications and their restrictions to the components of X s .
The idea used in the proof of the main theorem is reminiscent of that behind the definition of limit linear series, as explained in [1] . And, in fact, the main application of the theorem so far is in computing limits of ramification points of families of linear systems. The theorem is perfectly adapted for dealing with the case of plane curves, the study of which will be done in [3] . Example 5.3 is given to show, in a very simple situation, how the theorem will be applied there.
A rough layout of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we define modifications, and present the main technical lemmas that will allow us to keep track of them later on. Section 3 is devoted to defining cycles and limit cycles, and proving a few of their fundamental properties, among them Proposition 3.4, stating that taking the fundamental class of the limit is additive for Cartier divisors. Section 4 is the heart of the notes, containing the main result, Theorem 4.1, and the auxiliary Proposition 4.2, giving conditions for when the theorem may be applied. Finally, in Section 5 we present examples to show how Theorem 4.1 can be applied.
Modifications
2.1. (Setup.) Throughout the paper, S will stand for the spectrum of a discrete valuation ring, s for its closed point and η for its generic point. Also, π will denote a local parameter of S at s.
Throughout the paper, f : X → S will stand for a map from a Noetherian scheme X. Set X s := f −1 (s) and X η := f −1 (η). We call X s the special fiber and X η the generic fiber of f . We will always assume X s has no embedded components. Denote by C 1 , . . . , C n the subschemes of X s defined by the primary ideal sheaves of 0 in O Xs , and ξ 1 , . . . , ξ n their generic points. We say that C 1 , . . . , C n are the irreducible primary subschemes of X s .
A union of irreducible primary subschemes of X s , defined by the intersection of the corresponding sheaves of ideals, will be called a primary subscheme of X s . If Y is a primary subscheme of X s , the union of all the irreducible primary subschemes not contained in Y will be called the complementary primary subscheme to Y and denoted Y c . By definition, the empty set and X s are to be considered primary subschemes of X s .
Let Div(X) denote the group of Cartier divisors of X, and Div + (X) the submonoid of effective Cartier divisors. We will view an element of Div + (X) as a closed subscheme of X. Conversely, we will write Y ∈ Div + (X) for any closed subscheme of X defined locally everywhere by a nonzero divisor.
For each closed subscheme Y of X, let I Y denote its sheaf of ideals. If Z is another closed subscheme, we write 
Let Twist(f ) denote the free Abelian group generated by C 1 , . . . , C n . An element of Twist(f ) will be called a twister. We say that a twister γ = i m i C i is effective if m i ≥ 0 for each i = 1, . . . , n, and reduced if, in addition, m i ≤ 1 for each i = 1, . . . , n. Let Twist + (f ) ⊂ Twist(f ) denote the submonoid of effective twisters. We can naturally identify the set of primary subschemes of X s with the set of reduced effective twisters. and
In particular, the natural map 
for every two γ 1 , γ 2 ∈ Twist + (f ). We call J γ the γ-modification of J . If L is an invertible sheaf on X, then J γ ⊗L = (J ⊗L) γ as subsheaves of J ⊗ L. Also, the γ-modifications J γ are functorial on J .
2.5.
(Torsion-free rank-1 sheaves.) Let J be an S-flat coherent sheaf on X. We say that J is torsion-free on X/S if the associated components of J | Xs are components of X s , or equivalently, if the natural map J | Xs → J Xs is a bijection. We say that J is of rank 
Proof. The first map, J | Xs → J Xs , is an isomorphism because the associated components of J | Xs are components of X s . Clearly, it follows that J (−X s ) = πJ . In addition, since J is S-flat, the multiplicationby-π map J → πJ is an isomorphism. As for the second statement, since S is the spectrum of a discrete valuation ring, and J is S-flat, also its subsheaf J (−Y ) is S-flat. In addition, since the multiplication-by-π bijection J → πJ carries J (−Y ) onto (πJ )(−Y ), by functoriality, we have map J → J (−Y ) is injective if and only if the natural map J → πJ is an isomorphism, and this is the case by the first statement.
As for the exact sequences, the first is obtained from that in Propo- The fourth statement follows from the two exact sequences of the third statement. Indeed, the first one yields
for each ξ i ∈ Z, while the second one yields (
is of rank 1 if and only if so is J .
Limits of Cartier divisors
3.1. (Cycles.) Assume X s is of pure dimension, say d. Let Cyc(X s ) denote the free Abelian group generated by all integral closed subschemes of X s of dimension d−1. We will simply say that an element of Cyc(X s ) is a cycle. A cycle is called effective if its expression as a Z-linear combination of integral subschemes involves only nonnegative coefficients. Let Cyc + (X s ) ⊂ Cyc(X s ) denote the submonoid of effective cycles. For any coherent sheaf F on X s with support of dimension at most 
Lemma 3.2. Assume X s is of pure dimension. Let F be a coherent sheaf on X and G ⊆ F a coherent subsheaf. Let C i 1 , . . . , C im be a collection of distinct irreducible primary subschemes of X s . Suppose
Proof. For each j = 0, . . . , m − 1, apply the third statement of Proposition 2.3 with
to both J := F and J := G. By functoriality, we get a natural map of short exact sequences:
Always, the vertical map to the right is injective with cokernel supported in codimension 1 in C i j+1 , because G ξ i j+1 = F ξ i j+1 . Thus, all the vertical maps are injective with cokernel supported in codimension 1 in X s , and (3.2.1) holds by the snake lemma.
(Limits of Cartier divisors.)
Assume that f : X → S is flat, or equivalently, that X s is a Cartier divisor of X. Assume as well that X s is of pure dimension. Since X s is a Cartier divisor of X, also X, and thus X η , are of pure dimension. For each closed subscheme D of X, let 
(This proposition is a slight generalization of [6] , Prop. 5.12, p. 49.)
Proof. For each i = 1, 2, 3, since D i is S-flat of pure codimension 1, also D i ∩ X s is of pure codimension 1 in X s . Again by flatness, D i is the closure of D i ∩ X η . Thus, from the hypotheses, we get that
set-theoretically, and hence 
The left-hand side of (3.4.1) is the coefficient of [W ] in the expression for [D i ∩ X s ]. Thus, we need only show that, for each j = 1, . . . , r,
. By the hypotheses of the proposition, I 3 A π = I 1 I 2 A π , and there is a nonzerodivisor f j ∈ A p j such that I 1 A p j = f j A p j . Since f j is not a zero-divisor, multiplication by f j induces a short exact sequence:
The additiveness of the length yields (3.4.2). 
The main theorem
Proof
Note that, since I D is invertible, and hence torsion-free of rank 1 on X/S, also J is torsion-free of rank 1 by Proposition 2.6. In addition, J ⊆ O X (−C i ) for every i = 1, . . . , n, by the maximality of r. After reordering the components C i , we may assume that (4.1.1)
If K is a sheaf of ideals and G is a Cartier divisor of X, then the multiplication map K ⊗ I G → KI G is an isomorphism. Thus, for each µ ∈ Twist + (f ), since (K⊗I G ) µ = K µ ⊗I G as subsheaves of K⊗I G , and since the multiplication map carries
In addition, if G ∩ Y is Cartier for a certain primary subscheme Y , then I G | Y = I G∩Y |Y , and it follows that
By the hypothesis of the theorem, for each i = 1, . . . , n,
Using Equation (4.1.2), we get that π p i I F i = (J I E i ) γ . Now, since ξ i ∈ E i and J ⊆ O X (−C i ), we get that r i is the largest integer j such that (J I E i ) γ ⊆ O X (−jC i ). On the other hand, since also ξ i ∈ F i , we get that p i is the largest integer j such that π
we have p i = r i . Putting
we get 
Since J I E i is torsion-free of rank 1, it follows from (4.1.4) that
Notice, for later use, that ǫ i = α i + γ ′ . Since ξ i ∈ E i + F i , and since C i is not a summand of α i or β i , it follows from (4.1.4) that
Since this holds for each i = 1, . . . , n, and since J is torsion-free on X/S, it follows that the induced map J | Xs → O Xs is injective. So the inclusion J → O X has flat cokernel. Since J γ = I D , we have that J | Xη is the sheaf of ideals of D ∩ X η in X η . Thus lim D is the subscheme of X s with ideal sheaf J | Xs , and hence
Set Z 1 := ∅ and, for each j = 2, . . . , n + 1, put
and thus, by (4.1.8) and the additiveness of the bracket,
Now, using (4.1.2), (4.1.3) and (4.1.7), and using that both C i ∩ E i and C i ∩ F i are Cartier, we get
Using a similar reasoning, and the additiveness of the bracket,
where we used that ǫ i = α i + γ ′ . Substituting in (4.1.10), we see that we need only prove the following claim.
Claim: Let γ := i r i C i be an effective twister such that (4.1.1) holds. Let γ ′ be as in (4.1.5). For each i = 1, . . . , n, let ǫ i ∈ Twist(f ) be as in (4.1.6), and put
We will prove the claim by induction on the sum r ′ := r 1) is strict. Let ℓ be an integer, between 2 and n, such that r ℓ−1 > r ℓ . For each i = 1, . . . , n, let t i := r i if i = ℓ and t ℓ := r ℓ + 1. Then t 1 ≥ · · · ≥ t n as well. Set τ := i t i C i and τ ′ :
Then γ ′ = τ ′ + C ℓ and
Using the above formulas and the additiveness of the bracket, we get
Thus, since θ 1 (τ ) + · · · + θ n (τ ) = 0 by induction, we need only show that (4.1.11)
Now, applying Lemma 3.2 twice, we get that
In addition, since γ ′ = τ ′ + C ℓ , it follows from the second statement of Proposition 2.3 that
Equation (4.1.11) follows.
Proposition 4.2. Assume that f : X → S is projective and flat, and that S is a k-scheme for an infinite field k. Then the following two statements hold:
Proof. Let R be the ring of regular functions of S. Since S is a kscheme, R is a k-algebra. Since f is projective, f factors through an embedding ι : X → P Let ξ n+1 , . . . , ξ n+r denote the associated points of X η . Then I C i is invertible at ξ j for each j = 1, . . . , n + r. Indeed, this is clearly so if j = i because ξ j ∈ C i . On the other hand, (I C i ) ξ i is the ideal of O X,ξ i generated by π, which is a nonzero-divisor because f is flat, whence I C i is also invertible at ξ i .
Since I C i (d) is globally generated, and since
(d)) = 0, for each j = 1, . . . , n + r there exists a degree-d homogeneous polynomial P j ∈ R[t 0 , . . . , t m ] generating I C i (d) at ξ j . Since k is infinite, a general linear combination Q i := j c j P j with c j ∈ k generates I C i (d) at ξ j for every j = 1, . . . , n + r. Let G i ⊆ X be the subscheme cut out by Q i = 0. Since G i does not vanish on ξ j for any j = n + 1, . . . , n + r, the subscheme G i is a Cartier divisor. It is indeed the Cartier divisor required by the first statement.
As for the second statement, as X s is reduced, for each j = 1, . . . , n the point ξ j lies on the nonsingular locus of X s , whence on the nonsingular locus of X. So the local ring O X,ξ j is a discrete valuation ring.
For each j = 1, . . . , n, consider the ideal of D at ξ j . If it were zero, then D would contain any irreducible closed subscheme of X containing ξ j . However, among those there is at least one irreducible component of X, whose generic point lies over η by flatness. Thus D would contain an irreducible component of X η , contradicting the hypothesis that D ∩ X η is a Cartier divisor. So the ideal of D at ξ j is nonzero. Since O X,ξ j is a discrete valuation ring, this ideal is thus a power p j of the maximal ideal. Let G 1 , . . . , G n be the Cartier divisors of X claimed in the first statement. Set
Then E i is an effective Cartier divisor of X not containing ξ i . Also,
Then F i is a subscheme of X that does not contain ξ i . 
Examples
Let W denote the limit of the intersection of the pencils as t goes to 0. The intersection of the hypersurfaces F A 1 = 0 and F A 2 = 0 is not proper, and thus does not reflect W well. However, F A 2 = 0 cuts a Cartier divisor on A 1 = 0. In addition,
and A 1 G 2 − A 2 G 1 = 0 cuts a Cartier divisor on F = 0. Thus, by Theorem 4.1, 
It is easy to compute the intersection of the above curves for general t, as the second curve is a union of lines. Letting β be a primitive cubic root of unity, we see that the intersection is reduced and consists of the nine points:
(t 2 : 1 : tβ j ), (1 : t : β j ) and (1 : −t : −β j ) for j = 0, 1, 2.
As t goes to 0, the (t 2 : 1 : tβ j ) approach (0 : 1 : 0), while the remainder approach the six points (1 : 0 : ±β j ). To compute these limits using Theorem 4.1, we first use Proposition 3.4 to reduce the problem to that of computing the limits of the Cartier divisors cut on x 2 y − tz 3 = 0 by x − t 2 y = 0 and by the lines y ± tx. Call D the first limit and D ± the last two limits.
We will actually use Theorem 4.1 to compute 2 [D] , and then use Proposition 3.4 to get [D] . First, x 2 = 0 cuts a Cartier divisor on y = 0. Also,
and z 3 = 0 cuts a Cartier divisor on x 2 = 0. Thus, by Theorem 4.1,
As for D ± , first y = 0 cuts out a Cartier divisor on x 2 = 0. Also,
and z 3 ± x 3 cuts a Cartier divisor on y = 0. Thus, by Theorem 4.1, The above question, considered in [2] , p. 151, will also be considered in more detail in [3] . Here we will just consider the simple case where the curve is reduced with just two components, and just one of them is linear, and where the curve is deformed in first order along a general direction.
Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. Notice that D P (P ) = 0. For short, let P x := ∂ x (P ), P y := ∂ y (P ) and P z := ∂ z (P ). Define the Hessian determinant H(P ) and the Wronskian determinant W (P ):
H(P ) := P x,x P x,y P x,z P y,x P y,y P y,z P z,x P z,y P z,z and W (P ) :=
If P is homogeneous of degree p, it follows from applying the Euler Formula twice that (5.3.1) z 3 H(P ) ≡ (p − 1) 2 W (P ) mod P.
][x, y, z], where G and F 1 are nonzero forms of degrees d − 1 and d, respectively, for an integer d ≥ 3. Assume G is irreducible and gcd(xz, G) = 1. Then D F ≡ xD G mod (G, t), and hence D F (G) ≡ 0 mod (G, t). So, using the mutilinearity of the determinant, the product rule for derivations, and (5.3.1) for P := G, we get
Since G is irreducible and nonlinear, H(G) cuts a divisor on the curve defined by G. Let R G denote the 0-cycle of P 2 associated to this divisor. Since gcd(G, xz) = 1, it follows from (5.3.2) that also W (F ) 0 cuts a divisor on the curve given by G, where W (F ) 0 is the constant term of W (F ).
Since D F (F ) = 0, using the multilinearity of the determinant and the product rule for derivations, we get 
